[Biological clock and sleep].
Under temporal isolation, the human sleep-wake cycle occasionally desynchronizes from the circadian rhythms in deep body temperature and plasma melatonin. Such internal desynchronization is observed even in the real world. Two distinct models are advanced for the sleep-wake cycle; one is a two-oscillator model and the other is a two-process model. However, our recent studies in human subjects under temporal isolation support the former model. Internal desynchronization is unique to the human sleep-wake cycle and has been never observed in other mammal species. Therefore, a specific animal model for the human sleep-wake cycle is needed to explore the brain mechanism. By chronic treatment with methamphetamine (MAP), a stimulant of the central dopaminergic system, in drinking water, rats showed behavioral rhythms which were independent of the circadian pacemaker in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), the central clock entraining to light-dark cycles. Furthermore, MAP treatment induces internal desynchronization between the MAP-induced behavioral rhythms and the circadian rhythms of clock gene expression in the SCN, suggesting a presence of a secondary pacemaker outside the SCN that regulates the sleep-wake cycle. These findings are consistent with the two-oscillator model mentioned previously. According to the current understanding of the circadian system in mammals, there are a number of so-called peripheral clocks in the body which are regulated by the central clock in the SCN. Taking advantage of the MAP-induced internal desynchronization, attempts have been made to identity the peripheral clock(s) regulating the sleep-wake cycle. The nigrostriatal dopaminergic system is a possible site of the behavior-associated peripheral clock.